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Smartphones

we use smartphones as general purpose computers

banking, browsing, messaging, music
smartphones store a great deal of sensitive information

we use a variety of apps to perform computations and access our data

some apps are created by 3rd party vendors
some access sensitive data for unclear purposes

monetization of user data
external libraries ads and analytics
also malicious activity
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Permission Systems

permission systems determine what data apps can access

based on the security principle of least privilege

permissioned resources can be divided into three categories
sensors that observe sensitive data about the user

e.g., location, audio, video

actions with abuse potential from malicious apps

e.g., sending SMS, calling phone numbers, processing phone calls

data in databases or otherwise that store is sensitive or identifying

e.g., contacts, e-mails, calendar events
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Android permissions were originally an ultimatum.
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Android Ask-on-Install (AOI) Permissions
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Recently it was changed.
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Android Ask-on-First-Use (AOFU) Permissions
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This is an improvement...
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This is an improvement...
but it’s still not perfect.
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Limitations to Ask-on-First-Use

once a permission is granted, apps have blanket approval
response then becomes response in perpetuity
apps use permissions in the background in ways that defy users’
expectations
circumstances in subsequent permission use cases can be drastically
different from the first instance

the user’s context changes frequently when using smart phones
the context affects whether some data access is appropriate or
inappropriate

location, screen status, connectivity, current task, time of day

AOFU does not capture the user’s context when granting
permissions
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Also apps don’t respect AOFU as they are suppose to.
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System Goal: Improving User Privacy

improve permission accuracy
use context to selectively deny permissions
use machine learning to automate decisions

gracefully deny permissions to apps
avoid crashing an app due to denying permission
still allow useful functionality when appropriate

improve user control
allow users to review and redress automated decisions
validate our design with real users
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Our implementation has three parts: the ML pipeline, the
resource denial, and the dashboard implementation.
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Our original model was offline
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We brought it into the device itself
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ML Pipeline

ported libsvm to Android 6.0.1
wrote two system services for android to train it

PermissionService manages permission checking
SVMTrainManager retrains the model
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So what are these varied responses to denied permissions?
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Permissioned Resources

denying access to these resources requires a
different strategy for each type

sensors are replaced with spurious data
actions are ignored or simulated
data is isolated and protected where
appropriate

keep apps useful despite denial
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Ignore Actions

send SMS

add voicemail

call phone
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Delay / Deny Callbacks

requesting location updates

receiving boot notification

processing outgoing calls

receive SMS
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Edit Returned Data

Wi-Fi state (fake SSID, MAC address)

camera data (blank screen)

record audio (whale noise loop /dev/whale)

read phone state (hardware identifiers)

get accounts (user information)

get package size (only give details for calling app)
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Content Providers

SQL database used in Android
stores private user data

calendar, contacts, call log, SMS, etc.

access guarded by permissions
give app full access to DB, or none
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We introduced two restrictions.
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Restrictions

apps denied a content-provider permission would not be able to
read the full database

still be able to read, write, update, and delete any DB rows they created
sandboxing the DB to different apps
legitimate uses are not impacted

user could create secret contacts that would be hidden from all
non-system apps

future work to use tainting to propagate to meetings involving them,
etc.
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Sandboxing Content Providers

when adding data:
was: INSERT INTO contacts values
now: INSERT INTO contacts values, calling app

when reading data:
(was / if allowed):

SELECT * FROM contacts

(now if denied):

SELECT * FROM contacts WHERE row.appname == calling app

same for updating and deleting

added extra columns to suppose this
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Permissions Supported

access wifi state

add voicemail

call phone

camera

get accounts

get package size

process outgoing calls

read/write calendar

read/write call log

read/write contacts

read phone state

read sms

receive boot completed

receive sms

record audio

send sms
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So now we have a consequential permission denial system
coupled with a ML-based decision maker and a

management dashboard.
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The next step is to perform a 37-person field study to
make sure our system works.
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Participants used an Android phone running our classifier,
dashboard, and denial for a one-week period.
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Experiment

first recruited participants

performed a screener
they used the phone for a week

logged sensitive resource access
prompted about permissions

performed an exit interview
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Field Study

used experience sampling
method

question users in situ
about permission
preferences

we use their answers to
validate our ML model

4 prompts a day

at most 1 per hour

first phase trains classifier
(about 12 prompts)

second phase verifies / low
confidence
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Recruitment

IRB approved study
two phases

pilot in May 2017
full study in August 2017

posted in craigslist
“et cetera jobs”
“domestic gigs”
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Recruitment

“Smartphone Research Study”
no mention of security or privacy

interested participants downloaded a screening app
ensure ≥ 18 years old
not using CDMA (our phones used GSM)
collected their apps so we could preinstall them
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Pilot Phase

20 participants
14 had technical issues (our fault)
6 had usable data
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Full Study

42 participants
4 misinterpreted the prompts
5 had a bug that inhibited validation in ML
2 factory reset our phones before returning them

31 had usable data
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We did not alter the study between phases,
so we combined the 6 pilot participants

with the full study to get 37 users.
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Demographics

21 female

16 male

ages 18–59 (µ = 34.25, σ = 9.92)
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After they used the phone for a week, they returned to our
lab, we collected the data, and performed a four-part

semi-structured interview.
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Field Study

37-person used system for one week

1159 prompt decisions

133 unique apps caused prompts
24% denial rate at the prompts

2/3 of prompts occurred when the app was visible

5.4 million sensitive permission requests
one every 4 seconds
253 unique apps
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We used the prompts answers to simulate AOFU’s
effectiveness and measure ours.
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permission requests
5.4 million

prediction

accuracy

80%

90%

AOFU

our ML

AOFU

errors
false denyfalse allow

66% 33%
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Exit Interview
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Reaction to Prompts

44% of users found the prompts surprising

70% surprised at frequency

only 8% expressed annoyance
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Feeling of Control

44% felt they were in control because of prompts

14% felt helpless, that apps would always get their data
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Feeling of Transparency

47% felt new system was more transparent

14% wanted to know why apps were requesting data
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Use of Dashboard

during onboarding we mentioned that there was a new
“permission manager”

we made sure not to emphasize it in any particular way

40% opened it during our study

169 total preference changes
only 16% changed preferences to be more restrictive

majority for get accounts

most common made more permissive: read contacts
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Task to Change Setting

we asked participants to change permission setting

all but two did this successfully

average rating of ease was 1.15 (1 to 5)
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Future Work

include our offline model improvements to the online one

improve classifier accuracy

create a user interface for identifying crash events due to
permission denial

improve sandboxing approaches to allow usable denial
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Conclusions

built a state-of-the-art permission system for Android
grant permissions based on ML model running on the device
infrequent prompts train the classifier

added consequences to denials
permission denials would be enforced by our system
provided fake data to promote its usability

performed a 37-person field study
validated its effectiveness in practice
observed user privacy preferences
compared our ML model to AOFU
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